MABAS DISPATCH PHRASING

On the Radio Dispatch Console – Select the IFERN Radio System.

This is MABAS Division (xxx) to all locals, the (department) Fire Department has requested Box Number (Box Number) to the (xxx) Alarm Level for a (Type of Incident) at (Give Address). Level 2 staging will be at (Give Location of Staging).

Repeating, this is MABAS Division (xxx) to all locals, the (department) Fire Department has requested Box Number (Box Number) to the (xxx) Alarm Level for a (Type of Incident) at (Give Address). Level 2 staging will be at (Give Location of Staging).

The following companies are due to the Scene: (Engines from X, Y, Z; Trucks from X, Y, Z; Ambulances from X, Y, Z; Tenders from X, Y, Z; etc. (Read only once))

The following companies are due for a Change of Quarters: (To Station One – Engine from A & B; Truck from A & B; Ambulances from A & B; etc. (Read only Once))

ALL UNITS SWITCH TO AND ACKNOWLEDGE ON IFERN...

“STRIKING OUT” THE MABAS ALARM

This is MABAS Division (xxx) to All Locals; the (department) Fire Department has struck out Box Alarm (Box Number) by authority of the Incident Commander. (Provide any additional special instructions). Repeating this is MABAS Division (xxx) to All Locals; the (department) Fire Department has struck out Box Alarm (Box Number) by authority of the Incident Commander. (Provide any additional special instructions).

BADGER RED CENTER – WEM DUTY OFFICER (800) 943-0003 (Option 3)

As the opportunity presents itself log into the MABAS Wisconsin Incident Reporting System and start an entry for this incident. Details can be filled in later. http://incident.mabaswisconsin.org
This is MABAS Division (___) to all locals, the (__________) Fire Department has requested Box Number (______) to the (__) Alarm Level for a (______________) at (______________). Level 2 staging will be at (______________________).

Repeating, this is MABAS Division (___) to all locals, the (__________) Fire Department has requested Box Number (______) to the (__) Alarm Level for a (______) at (______________). Level 2 staging will be at (______________________).

The following companies are due to the Scene: (Engines from X, Y, Z; Trucks from X, Y, Z; Ambulances from X, Y, Z; Tenders from X, Y, Z; etc. (Read only once))

The following companies are due for a Change of Quarters: (To Station One – Engine from A & B; Truck from A & B; Ambulances from A & B; etc. (Read only Once))

ALL UNITS SWITCH TO AND ACKNOWLEDGE ON IFERN…

“STRIKING OUT” THE MABAS ALARM

This is MABAS Division (___) to All Locals; the (__________) Fire Department has struck out Box Alarm (__________) by authority of the Incident Commander. (Provide any additional special instructions). Repeating this is MABAS Division (___) to All Locals; the (__________) Fire Department has struck out Box Alarm (__________) by authority of the Incident Commander. (Provide any additional special instructions).

As the opportunity presents itself log into the MABAS Wisconsin Incident Reporting System and start an entry for this incident. Details can be filled in later. http://incident.mabaswisconsin.org
REQUEST FOR AN INTERDIVISIONAL BOX ANOTHER DIVISION

This is MABAS Division ______ to All Locals, Division ______ is requesting an Interdivisional Box Alarm for the _________________ Fire Department at __________________________ in the Community of ____________________. Level 2 staging will be at ________________________________________. Repeating this is MABAS Division ______ to All Locals, Division ______ is requesting an Interdivisional Box Alarm for the _________________ Fire Department at __________________________ in the Community of ____________________. Level 2 staging will be at ________________________________________.

The following companies are due to the scene: (Engines from X, Y, Z; Trucks from X, Y, Z; Tenders from X, Y, Z; Ambulances from X, Y, Z)

All Units Due Switch to and Acknowledge Division ______ on IFERN.

BADGER RED CENTER – WEM DUTY OFFICER (800) 943-0003 (Option 3)

As the opportunity presents itself log into the MABAS Wisconsin Incident Reporting System and start an entry for this incident. Details can be filled in later. http://incident.mabaswisconsin.org